Church of England Graduate Intern Programme: Fresh Expressions

These ideas flow from the Fresh Expressions initiative, which is of course ecumenical in purpose and structure. Thus although they’re aimed at the Church of England in the first instance, other denominations may want to pick up the ideas in their own way. 

WHAT

A Church of England graduate intern programme for young men and women (aged between 20-25) who are already active members of a church or recognised Christian community in the British Isles; a programme based on the University year - i.e. three terms each term including at least one week of central group training (not over Sundays) and the possibility of extra optional mid-week courses as well as scheduled holiday times (to give flexibility for interviews etc. for future jobs/career etc.). The summer months (i.e. July and
August) would offer the option to join summer missions teams around the country and/or supporting existing programmes (e.g. helping at Soul Survivor / New Wine / etc. ) possibly taking young people from the community with them. 
Ideally the interns, like the disciples, would be placed in pairs (or at least placed so that two or more would be close enough to each other to provide mutual support and prayer).

WHERE

Parishes all over the UK.  Churches would be encouraged (via initial presentation made to Bishops, senior staff, area deans etc.) to request an intern.  Suggested roles and responsibilities would be provided although each parish could custom design these. Any application for an Intern would have to clearly state the proposed role/responsibilities etc. (these interns should be actively involved in outreach, mission, new initiatives not just cleaning the church or photocopying the Sunday programme etc.). Whilst the intern would be provided as a gift to a church, each church when applying would have to commit to providing free board and lodging (within set guidelines) and travel expenses.

WHEN

The programme would run from mid Sept to mid August of each year. A detailed application would allow for a selected group to be called to interviews undertaken by a 3 - 4 person board in London.  The programme could be supported by some of the major UK Christian organisations (for example YWAM, Soul Survivor, Bible Society, Tearfund, St Mellitus, Cambridge Theological Federation) who in turn could provide training and teaching during the training weeks. Some of these organisations could be invited to provide or fund residential training sessions.

WHY

Good for young Christian men and women leaving university or college but not entirely sure of their calling; an internship of this size and scale could potentially support and engage directly with thousands of young people by offering “training / occupation” in the early post university stage

Good for churches around our land. One young believer properly mentored and supported from the centre could bring much energy and joy to a struggling and/or fast growing church

Support communities - the interns may start new initiatives that benefit communities as well as decide to stay on long term in the community where they find themselves

Support long term growth of the Church of England through injection of young blood

Support relationships with large Christian organisations through sharing of training / accessing of other skills - e.g. Soul Survivor worship, YWAM Mission



